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7. The Russians are heavily foot has been in many tight places.
toward the elimination of mental or nervous illnesses.
Charles Smith, county agent supfortifying the coast of Albania He has had narrow escapes of all
But never had he felt so ervisor of Oregon, was in Ogden
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of the entrance of the Adriatic utterly hopeless as now.
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testimony given at your hearing? WHY?
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at Trieste. Moscow also has been landed with a splash in a tin pail to Salt Lake county today.
full with sap. The moment
-that you have made no legal effort to force your reinstatement to the
.year in grants-in-sid to states for attacks on the problem shifting the red army in Europe half
has replaced war veterans with he landed in that sap Whitefoot the -more frightened he became.
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The armament race once more is shiny wall.
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million dollars is not worth spending six months in jail.'' leaders
say that these current the poison mysteries, I intend durwas the only way to keep from
Here is revealed an individual so much in tear of jail have gone so far that another war ing the next week to outline the It
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inevitable.
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column on the dynamiteIt is rather strange that a person of Robert's mentality with our most forthright states Pearson
laden situation in Europe follows paddling round and round.
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